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ARTS - CULTURE & BIOPICS

SAGRADA FAMILIA,  GAUDI’S  CHALLENGE  52 '

The famous Basilica of Barcelona has been completed and this architectural jewel 
has fascinated architects for 140 years. The construction site has been relaunched 
over the last fifteen years, notably around the erection of ten additional spires 
that dominate the building. This work allows us to dive back into the creative 
process of Gaudi by restoring his sources of inspiration and his obsessions, 
through fiction and thanks to 3D technologies. If the work is to be completed 
in 2026, the date of Gaudi's centenary, many obstacles remain to be overcome.
Languages available : English (52') & French (90').

F INISH YOUR PLATE!   6x52'

Finish your plate revisits in a fresh fun way our eating habits, table manners and 
the history of food.

Food culture is an endless subject of fascination which tells us about our history 
and social behavior and the global world we live in. Mix these three ingredients 
and travel the world to learn fascinating and little-known facts.
Languages available : French & English (2 episodes : Eating Together / Melting 
Pot) - EUROPE RIGHTS ONLY

J IM CARREY,  AMERICA UNMASKED  52 '

Contortionist face and actor of a digital revolution from which the last golden 
age of the cartoon resurfaces, he was the pulling face of the Clinton years, the 
link between Charlie Chaplin and Roger Rabbit, the last explosion of dumb laugh 
before the 9/11 depression and the takeover of the Disney-Marvel franchises on 
the Hollywood imagination. The film is a vibrant appeal about an era that was 
only the outrageous premonition of today's world.
Languages available : English & French.

P ICASSO,  THE LEGACY 52'  &  110'
A historical and cultural saga across the 20th century enabling viewers to 
finally decipher the enigma that was Picasso. 40 years after he died, this film 
explores one of the longest and most complicated legal processes in the 
world of modern art. Thanks to unprecedented access to family archives and 
exclusive interviews with close friends and family members, the film tells a 
comprehensive story of the Picasso family. The painter's life and work are 
revealed through works discovered after his death, when his estate was settled.
Languages available : English & French & Italian (110') 

JAVIER BARDEM'S ME TAMORPHOSIS   52 '

Javier Bardem is a chameleon-like actor, a man of a thousand faces, who has 
made bold artistic choices.The film takes a look into Bardem’s “metamorphosis”, 
to reveal the actor’s creative process. Mixing film and making-of extracts with 
interviews of personalities who worked with this artist, this film is a revealing 
portrait of this multi-awarded movie artist.
Languages available : English & French.

https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/sagrada-familia-gaudi-s-challenge-2723
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/sagrada-familia-gaudi-s-challenge-2723
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KIRK DOUGLAS,  THE UNTAMEABLE  52 '

It is a difficult task to tell the story of such a legend, one of the last living stars 
of the Golden Age of Hollywood. There were so many films, so many events… 
To make a film about, and with, Kirk Douglas is to travel through the 20th 
century and, in doing so, revisit practically the entire history of Hollywood. 
That is a testament to the scope of this life, and the scale of the myth.
Languages available : English & French.

PLANE T CHEFS  12x52'
Meet with a new generation of talented chefs who embody the 
new faces of French and International Cuisine. Originating from 
Brazil, Argentina, Japan, South Africa, Lebanon, Sweden, Colombia 
or even Mexico, they all trained and learnt the art of cooking in France, 
before starting their own restaurants in the country of French cuisine.
Languages available : English & French (Season 2 available) 

IMMERSIVE WORLD  10x26'

The explosion of Immersive Theater can be seen by the success of plays 
such as Sleep No More and The Great Comet (on Broadway), as well as 
the involvement of prestigious organizations and museums in projects 
that involve the genre. This serieprovides a complete overview of the new 
ways storytelling has been evolving. Those who go to an immersive show 
or exhibition no longer want to be a "passive audience", choosing rather to 
become part of the story - in a universe where reality and fiction often mix. 
Languages available : English.

UNITED NATIONS OF DANCE  10x52'

The series takes us on a journey into the traditional dances of the world, combining 
history and culture with striking images and moving testimonies. Discover the 
history and traditions behind each dance through the captivating personal stories 
of the dancers and the people who perpetuate each culture over the centuries.
Languages available : English.

CHU TEH- CHUN  52 '  &  80 '

Born In China in 1920,  Chu The Chun’s life and work spans the 20th Century 
taking us across two continents, in a perfect blend of various styles and 
techniques leading us from formal symbolism to lyrical abstraction. 7 years after 
he passed away the family heirs open their personal archives. This film revisits for 
the first time  the life and work of this unique artist celebrated as one of the most 
talented and prolific painters of his time.
Languages available : English & French.

Episodes season 1: South Africa, Japan, Argentina, Lebanon, Sweden/Poland, 
Colombia, Italy, Brazil
Episodes season 2 : Tunisia, Cameroon, Mexico, Greece

MADAME TUSSAUD,  A LEGEND IN WAX  52 '
Who knows the story behind the wax museums known as Tussauds museums 
all over the world ?  This film is the epic tale of the rise of Marie Tussaud. A 
female artist who was part of the royal court in Versailles and survived the 
French Revolution before setting off to England where she became a remarkable 
business woman during the early industrial age, and established herself as one 
of the pioneers in the entertainment industry!
Languages available : English, French & German

https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/kirk-douglas-the-untameable-2577
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2577
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/planet-chef-saison-1-2421
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/immersive-world-2664
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/united-nations-of-dance-2667
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/immersive-world-2664
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/united-nations-of-dance-2667
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/chu-teh-chun-2712
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/chu-teh-chun-2712
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/madame-tussaud-a-legend-in-wax-1634
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/madame-tussaud-a-legend-in-wax-1634


WE ARE LEGEND  3x52'

Sherlock Holmes, Dracula, Tarzan have become icons of our times. Find out 
the true story behind the myth and discover how these characters escaped 
their authors becoming true legends and popular culture icons.
Languages available : English & French 
Episode Sherlock Holmes not available for Inflight

BARDOT,  REBEL WITH A CAUSE  52 '
In 1973, at age 39, Brigitte Bardot decides to stop her acting career 
at the height of her fame to dedicate herself to Animal welfare and 
protection. Her rebellious nature finds in this cause a genuine expression 
of who she really is. This intimate portrait including exclusive interviews 
provides a unique account of her journey as a movie icon turning 
into a radical advocate for wildlife protection ahead of her time. .                                        
Languages available : English & French 

RESSACA  90 '
Between 2009, the year Brazil hosted the Olympic Games, and 2017, almost 
a decade has passed during which the fate of a country has shifted. Metaphor 
of a town about to flounder, the Opera of Rio, icon of the marvelous city, is 
threatened with closure. By resisting, they have become everyday heroes. To 
question and survive. The theatre is still a haven of beauty and grace surrounded 
by the violent confusion that reigns in the city. But for how much longer? .                                        
Languages available : English & French & Portuguese 

CANNES 1939  52 '
The first Cannes Film Festival didn’t took place, but it did exist, in 1939.
An event that we wanted to forget. This documentary blends 
politics, history and cinema, relating a very special moment 
in our collective memory : the triggering of the Second World War.                                         

Languages available : English & French.

FRANÇOISE HARDY  90 '

An intimate portrait of a muse of the sixties, Françoise Hardy. A model and a 
singer, she put the heads of the greatest artists of the time in a spin. In 1996, 
Françoise Hardy is not only an icon of the yé-yé wave, but also a model in 
vogue. In 2004 Francoise Hardy, whose album Tant de belles choses came out in 
November of the same year, tells of her life, her career, of Jacques Dutronc, and 
ofher son Thomas, in this intimate portrait.
Languages available : French.

THE LEGEND OF THE PALME D'OR  60 '
From Martin Scorsese to Jane Campion, from Emir Kusturica to Steven 
Soderbergh, some of the greatest winners of this award bring back to life 
for us the special moments surrounding the awarding ceremony of the Palme 
d'Or. This documentary also retraces the different stages of the manufacturing 
process of this mythical trophy, from the fair trade gold mines of Colombia up 
to the red carpet of the Palace of the Cannes Film Festival.
Languages available : English & French.

https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/we-are-legend-2395
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/we-are-legend-2395
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/bardot-rebel-with-a-cause-2522
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/ressaca-fall-from-grace-2580
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/cannes-1939-2582
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/bardot-rebel-with-a-cause-2522
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/ressaca-fall-from-grace-2580
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2580
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/cannes-1939-2582
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2582
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/francoise-hardy-2593
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/francoise-hardy-2593
http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2593
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/the-legend-of-the-palme-d-or-2605
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/the-legend-of-the-palme-d-or-2605
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2605


GOD,  THE DE VIL  AND ROCK N'ROLL  52 '

This rowdy story started with Elvis’s devilish hip shake and goes on today 
with the Christian rock revival. Revisit 60 years of rock‘n’roll's many faces 
and tunes and meet with deified singers, gurus, hippies, metal fans, punks, 
fundamentalist preachers and rock stars who died all too young
Languages available : English, French & German - EUROPE RIGHTS ONLY

FIFT Y SHADES OF ROSÉ   52 '
Rosé has earned its place at the pinnacle of the world of wine. In 7 years, 
sales revenue has increased by 50%.  Quality has risen to meet global 
demand. Long denigrated as a second-rate wine, mediocre at best, unhealthy 
at worst. So the current market boom is all the more surprising. What secret 
recipe lies behind these pink bottles' success? What has changed: consumers’ 
tastes… or the wines'? 
Languages available : English & French 

CIT IZEN K AHN  52 ' 
 Born in 1860, Albert Khan made a name for himself as a banker, philanthropist 
and pacifist. His life and vision reflect on the utopia and humanistic beliefs 
of the first half of the 20th Century. Discover the man behind the richest 
collection of the first color photographs (Autochrome) captured between 1909 
and 1931, documenting the world’s diversity and portraying people and arts 
from around the World. A priceless treasure which has fueled the imagination 
of generations of travelers and filmmakers.  
Languages available : English & French 

MAURICE BE JAR T,  THE SOUL OF DANCE   52 '
From the child raised in the suburbs of Marseille to the choregrapher 
performing on the world’s greatest stages at the end of his life, Maurice 
Béjart is definitely one the most famous creators of the XXth century. He was 
the one who gave dance the opportunity to enter a new era and to reach 
a large audience. This film chronicles the unique destiny of this outstanding 
choreographer through rare archives, testimonies of his close relatives and 
of contemporary choreographers who were deeply influenced by his work.  
Languages available : English, French & German

SERGIO LEONE,  POR TRAIT  OF AN "OUTLAW "  52 '
50 years after the making of the legendary Once Upon a Time in 
the West, discover the outstanding destiny of a man whose life was 
dedicated to film-making, friendship and family. Despised by film 
critics at first who nicknamed Leone's Westerns "Spaghetti Western", 
this aesthetic revolution turned out to be a worldwide success praised 
by cinema lovers for generations…including Quentin Tarantino!
Languages available: English, French & German - EUROPE RIGHTS ONLY

SALMAN RUSHDIE,  DEATH ON A TRAIL   52 '
30 years after the publication of The Satanic Verses, director William Karel 
draws an intimate portrait of one of today's most free-minded and significant 
writer. Based on rarely seen personal and historical archives and exclusive 
interviews shot in his house in New York, the film will revisit Rushdie’s life and 
work and question the place of Novels in the Era of fake news. 
Languages available : English & French

https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/god-the-devil-and-rock-n-roll-2264
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/god-the-devil-and-rock-n-roll-2264
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/fifty-shades-of-rose-2319
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/fifty-shades-of-rose-2319
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/citizen-kahn-2438
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/citizen-kahn-2438
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/maurice-bejart-the-soul-of-dance-2293
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/maurice-bejart-the-soul-of-dance-2293
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/sergio-leone-portrait-of-an-outlaw-2263
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/sergio-leone-portrait-of-an-outlaw-2263
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/salman-rushdie-death-on-a-trail-2435
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/salman-rushdie-death-on-a-trail-2435


POR TRAITS SELF-POR TRAITS  80x1'30"  /  5x24'  /  2x52'
A collection of shorts depicting children from over 20 countries around the 
world, asked to draw their self-portrait. Find out how these kids aged between 
4 and 6, who can not yet read nor write, perceive themselves and what 
world they live in. In a specially suited studio set in their school, each child 
starts drawing it's own portrait on a glass pane. A sophisticated camera set 
up captures the magical moments, edited and encompassed in  short musical 
vignettes using animated sequences.
Languages available : International / Non verbal

BACCARAT,  THE CRYSTAL LEGEND  52 ' 

This film retraces 250 years of French art de vivre from Royal Courts to today' 
finest Crystal works found in the most prestigious settings commissioned by 
leading figures and celebrities.

Languages available : English & French 

HERGE,  IN THE SHADOW OF TINTIN  52 '
A few months before his death, Hergé confessed he had dedicated his whole 
life to Tintin.  As a major twentieth–century artist, his name remains widely 
associated with  Tintin, as one of the founders of popular comic strip art and 
culture.  However his creation became so popular that it eclipsed the Artist’s 
identity  who struggled with a need to express himself in painting as part of 
the contemporary art movement of his time. The viewer will be immersed in 
Georges Remi's work, to decipher his creative processes. As the film unfolds 

we will revisit the life of this secretive man absorbed in his work in search for perfection, and who seeked 
more than just Fame.   Languages available : English, French & German     

UNITED BY DANCE  52 '

Dancing is a way to feel alive and helps us reconnect with one another ... even 
from a distance. Shot over eight months over three continents amidst and after 
the pandemic in 2020, this feel-good film illustrates how Dance in all its diversity 
has helped many of us overcome our isolation in the most surprising and creative 
way. From the United States, Colombia, Vietnam, Lebanon and France, meet 
these professional dancers, care-givers, police officers and seniors who have one 
thing in common: the healing and life power of Dance.
Languages available : English & French.

MEL BROOKS,  THE GENIOUS ENTER TAINER  52 '

Oscar winner in 1964 for the screenplay « The producers", Mel Brooks is the master 
of parody and comedy. Frankenstein Junior released in 1974 was a worldwide 
success and a tribute to the cinema of his childhood. From Brooklyn to Broadway 
all the way to Hollywood, Mel Brooks tells us with his unflinching jewish humor 
about the steps that led him to become such a prolific world famous entertainer. 
His love of spoof movies  has inspired generations of filmmakers from the Scary 
Movies to Austin Powers.
Languages available : English & French. WORLWIDE RIGHTS EXCEPT USA

https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/portraits-self-portraits-80x1-30-938
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/portraits-self-portraits-80x1-30-938
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/baccarat-the-crystal-legend-1849
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/baccarat-the-crystal-legend-1849
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/herge-in-the-shadow-of-tintin-2173
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/herge-in-the-shadow-of-tintin-2173
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/united-by-dance-2721
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/united-by-dance-2721
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/mel-brooks-the-genious-entertainer-2727
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/mel-brooks-the-genious-entertainer-2727


TRAVEL  & LIFEST YLE

WONDERS OF NOR THERN EUROPE  5x52'  -  4K
Wild North is dominated by earthly forces which dictate the relationship 
populations have with nature and inspire their culture. Five films spread over four 
countries (Sweden, Norway, Finland, Iceland) in the heart of five iconic territories, 
drawing a 4K aerial portrait of the Northern tip of Europe and meeting with those 
who call it their home.

Languages available : English, French 

PHILIPPE ECHAROUX –  THE WOLRD IN L IGHTS  52 '
Philippe Echaroux is a photographer and artist known for his art of the portrait 
and for his stunning project « painting with lights ». He creates ephemeral light 
projection portraits shown on City walls or in natural settings, giving these 
portrait a whole new dimension celebrating cultural and ethnic diversity and the 
power of Art. With a strong commitment to the protection of minorities and the 
environment, Philippe uses the power of his images to bring awareness on the 
fate of communities hardly hit by climate change and globalisation.
Namibia : Available / Lapland & Japan coming soon
Languages available : English, French. 

JAPAN FROM ABOVE  5x52',  86 ',  30xFi l lers
From breathtaking landscapes to innovative urban ways of life, this 5 part series 
takes you into Japan of the XXIst Century. Along this aerial journey stop and meet 
with the trailblazers who shape the future of their country. A timely series to 
revisit the sophistication of the Japanese Culture so vibrant and contrasted at a 
time when all sights are looking at the Host country of the 2020 Olympic Games. 
Shot over four Seasons with spectacular 4K aerial shots, fall under the Spell of  the 
cherry blossoms and snowflakes falling on Fuji mountain.
Languages available : English (5x52' only), French

MEGA YACHTS  52 '
It’s the biggest museum in the world…the museum of artworks stolen over the 
centuries and never rediscovered. These works haunt the nightmares of their 
owners, and occupy the days of hundreds of police officers across the world, 
as well as those of a handful of private agencies; no country or museum of 
importance can claim to have been spared.

Languages available : English, French 

ON THE CIT IES '  ROOFTOPS  10x52'
Up on the roofs of our thriving megacities, a whole world still lies unexplored. 
Join this series for unexpected encounters, surprising locations and inspiring 
initiatives, and add another layer to your city guide!

Languages available : English, French & German

Season 1:  New York, Paris, Buenos Aires, Barcelona and Tokyo.

http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2394
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/mission-exploration-cooking-the-world-488
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/mega-yachts-the-latest-craze-for-billionaires-2586
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2586
http://terranoa.com/en/serie/japan-from-above-2302
https://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2515
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/philippe-echaroux-the-wolrd-in-lights-2746
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/philippe-echaroux-the-wolrd-in-lights-2746
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/japan-from-above-2302
https://www.terranoa.com/en/one-off/mega-yachts-the-latest-craze-for-billionaires-2586
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/mission-exploration-cooking-the-world-488


THE RHINE FROM ABOVE 5x52' 
The Rhine River is a core element of the European soul, the greatest and 
most important waterway on the continent. For thousands of years, it has 
forged unique cultural landscapes in which mankind and nature have mutually 
shaped each other, as it snakes it way down from the High Alps to the North 
Sea. Discover its banks through breathtaking aerial images (Cineflex camera) 
and meet the people who live along – and live from – the river. 
Languages available : English & French 

BRAZIL'S  COASTLINES  5x52'  -  4K
A series to celebrate Brazil and its diversity. We will explore the beauty and 
richness of the 8000 kilometer-long coasts, focusing on their natural and 
geographical aspects but also on its economic and cultural facets. An exciting 
journey blending the best aerial shots with stunning photography accross the 
country to reveal both a cultural and human portrait.  

Languages available : English & French 

THE ALPS FROM ABOVE  10x52' 
The Alps are the most prominent mountain range in Europe and also one of 
the most accessible. Using the Cineflex camera technology, we set the scene 
for the most fascinating crests of the Alps - seen from above. In our series, 
breathtaking aerials intertwine with pointed vignettes of the mountain dwellers; 
a flow of highly quality images delivers a modern profile of life in the Alps.

Languages available : English & French 

THE US EAST COAST  5x52' 
From Florida’s beautiful beaches to Maine’s Indian summers, the United States’ 
East Coast stretches over 2,500 incredibly diverse kilometers – boasting natural 
treasures such as the Everglades, as well as the megacities of Miami, New 
York, and Boston. Discover these coastlines through stunning aerial images. 
Delve into the unique lifestyles of the US East Coast. 

Languages available : English, Spanish & French 

MISSION EXPLORATION :  COOKING THE WORLD  30x52'
Famous French chef, Fred Chesneau, travels the world in search of new flavours 
and authentic recipes. He exchanges secrets and techniques with local chefs and 
everyday cooks who share his passion for both street food and gourmet cuisine. 
Variety being the spice of life, our "Globe cooker" endeavours to eat his way 
around the world from India to Morocco, from Thailand to Brazil, cooking with as 
many different people as he can meet on the way.
Languages available : French, English (13 episodes)
Episodes in English: Thailand, Brazil, Morocco, India, Japan, Mexico, Vietnam, 
Madagascar, Greece, Senegal, Bali, Turkey, China

https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/the-rhine-from-above-1744
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/the-rhine-from-above-1744
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/brazil-s-coastlines-1435
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/brazil-s-coastlines-1435
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/alps-from-above-1315
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/alps-from-above-1315
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/the-us-east-coast-1743
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/the-us-east-coast-1743
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/mission-exploration-cooking-the-world-488
https://www.terranoa.com/en/serie/mission-exploration-cooking-the-world-488


RIVERS OF THE WORLD  7x26'  &  7x43' 
They are an essential source of life and food, they are historical passages 
which through time served invaders as well as commercial exchanges, sites 
of common heritage, untamed natural forces or generous energy suppliers. 
Thoughout this seven part series we will travel to the most spectacular sites 
of our planet, accross all five continents, exploring the great geographical 
diversity embodied by these rivers and meeting with the people who live on 
and from these waters and who devote themselves to their protection on a 
daily basis. 

Destinations : The Urubamba (Peru), The Niger (Mali), The Mekong (Cambodia & Laos), The Colorado 
(USA), The Okavango (Botswana), The Orenoque (Venezuela), The Nile (Egypt). 

Languages available : English & French

TRAVEL NOTEBOOKS  5x52' 
«Travel notebook» invites the viewer to visit unusual countries, cities and places 
through the eye of a traveller-illustrator. The films, shot in ten destinations, 
with different illustrators, make the viewer discover new itineraries, and offer 
a personal perspective to each journey. Drawings, sketches and aquarelles 
become the testimonial of another way of traveling. The illustrator’s «nomad» 
eye guides the viewer through uncommon places, telling original stories, 
showing the creation of artwork. 

Destinations : Iceland, Scotland, Japan, Cape Verde, Namibia, India, Cambodia, Armenia, Cuba, 
Guatemala with the illustrators Bertrand de Miollis, Anne Steinlein, Elsie, Carla Talopp, Olivier Martin and 
Damien Roudeau.  Languages available : English & French 

UNDER THE SKIES OF EUROPE 10x26'
An engaging edutainment series to revisit or discover the Heritage of the 
twenty-five European Union countries. Each episode will give viewers a first 
aerial approach offering a unique perspective on major architectural, cultural 
or natural heritage sites highlighted through sophisticated CGI and crash 
zooming effects. The use of 3D effects will allow the reconstitutions of the sites 
and monuments making each episode extremely visual and educational.

Destinations : France, Germany, United Kingdom, Greece, Italy, Spain, Baltic countries, Nordic countries, and 
Central Europe (divided into northern and southern parts).

Languages available : English & French 

EUROPE'S  COASTLINES FROM ABOVE  10x26'
This series takes viewers across the 10 000 km long European coastlines 
from Cape North all the way down to the Mediterranean coasts and islands, 
including a visit to the English Channel, the Scottish and Irish shorelines. A 
unique opportunity to rise-up and witness from above the incredible diversity 
and beauty of such natural heritage impacted by climate and shaped by man 
over time. 
Languages available : English & French 

BALTIC COASTLINES  15x52'  &  6x26'
Discover the old hanseatic trading routes along the coasts of Germany, 
follow the bird migration path from Germany to Denmark, on the way, 
find hidden treasures on the old amber route from Poland to Russia and 
discover the beauty of the skerries along the shores of Scandinavia.
Destinations :  Germany Northsea coastlines, Germany Baltic coastlines, 
Scandinavian Baltic coastlines
Languages available : English German, & French 
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HUMAN ADVENTURE

BOATS & MEN  10x52' 
The boat is the ideal instrument of freedom. It is the priceless and universal 
travel companion that will always lead men and women towards new vistas. 
This documentary series takes us across the water to live 20 immersive experi-
ences and unique journeys around the world’s cultures. We meet those whose 
life depends on their embarcation. On the surface, we discover that the boat 
is more than a tool, but a true way of life and place for exchange that is dif-
ferent from one country to the other.
Languages available : English (2 episodes) & French  

360@  10x52' 

Two globe-trotters explore several remarkable places throughout the world. With 
the help of their specially made 360° camera, they bring you interactive moments 
: viewers will be immersed in the heart of the action like never before, from the 
Corcovado, to the magic of a traditional Haka dance or the thrill of a downhill 
long-board run. The innovation : the synchronization between the broadcast TV 
show and a second screen. So the programme will be delivered with the mobile/
tablet app.
Languages available : English (1 episode) & French  

OUT OF THE CAGE  52 '  -  4K

Two globe-trotters explore several remarkable places throughout the world. With 
the help of their specially made 360° camera, they bring you interactive moments 
: viewers will be immersed in the heart of the action like never before, from the 
Corcovado, to the magic of a traditional Haka dance or the thrill of a downhill 
long-board run. The innovation : the synchronization between the broadcast TV 
show and a second screen. So the programme will be delivered with the mobile/
tablet app.
Languages available : English & French  

MISSION EXPLORATION -  NOMAD'S LAND  19x52'
Christophe travels to every corner of the planet in the steps of nomadic peoples. 
He experiences their everyday life and follows their seasonal migrations and 
tries to understand their culture better by taking part in their activities. On his 
way, he comes across modern “nomads” such as long-distance truck drivers and 
smugglers.
Languages available : French & English (12 episodes) 

Episodes in English: Nigeria, Ladakh, Yakutia, Kyrgyzstan, Australia, 
Amazonia, USA, The Mekong, Romania, India, Ethiopia, Canada

ONE WAY TICKE T  90 ' 
ONE WAY TICKET is a documentary about the extraordinary journey of a Congolese 
family and their friend Isaiah who leave an African refugee camp after 20 years 
to start a new life in the United States. It is the story of men and women who lost 
everything and are now reinventing their future in an entirely new world.
Languages available : Original version with English subtitles
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ALBER T FALCO,  THE OCEAN WHISPERER  52 ' 
This film retraces a lifetime’s adventure that began in the 1950’s with 
Commandant Cousteau on board the Calypso. Albert Falco was a master 
diver since an early age, instrumental in all of Cousteau’s  major underwater 
explorations. As Captain of the Calypso and Cousteau’s loyal second-in-
command, this scuba diving veteran was the first man to experience life 
underwater in a diving station.
Languages available : English & French  

DESTINATION WILDERNESS  5x52' 
Embark on five thrilling adventures into the wild and explore the most 
extraordinary landscapes as you are led though water, ice, rocks and fire 
alongside expedition leader and great undersea explorer Francis Le Guen 
and his team. 
Destinations : The Gulf Stream, Pacific, Indonesia, Arctic and Africa

Languages available : English & French & Spanish

MISSION EXPLORATION -  MEGALOPOLIS   20x52'

As millions more people join the exodus from the countryside seeking a living 
in the big city, Alexandra Leroux, host of the series, investigates how these 
ever-expanding urban sprawls cope with yet more incoming human beings.
Languages available : French & English (12 episodes) 

Episodes in English: Moscow, Cairo New-York, Bombay, Tokyo, Buenos Aires, 
Istanbul, Chicago, Seoul, Miami, Hong Kong, Rio de Janeiro
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ANCIENT HISTORY

THE TRUE STORY OF PIRATES  52 '
The image of pirates was created by Hollywood, but is it actually true to 
reality? Thanks to new underwater and on-land excavations in Mauritius 
and Madagascar, as well as archival and museum research in France, Spain, 
England and the United States, a group of international archaeologists and 
historians paint a new portrait of the world of piracy in the Indian Ocean.

Languages available : English & French

POMPEI I  :  BURIED SECRE TS OF THE VILLA GIULIANA  52 '
Pompeii. The name itself conjures images of disaster. Under the Ancient Roman 
town, buried by volcanic pumice and ash nearly 2000 year ago, Italian archaeologists 
have uncovered a strikingly modern city street complete with fast food roadside 
taverns and a chariot that some have called the Lamborghini of the ancient world.
Languages available : English & French

PERU,  SACRIFICES IN THE KINGDOM OF CHIMOR  52 '  &  86 '
An unprecedented archeological discovery of several hundreds sacrificed children 
and llamas opens the gates to the Kingdom of Chimor set in today’s Northern 
Peru. Told as a cold case, this international archeological investigation is set to 
unveil the mysteries of the most powerful Andean civilization before the Incas, 
which thrived for over five centuries.
Languages available : English & French

THE MYSTERIES OF THE COSQUER CAVE  52 '
The entry to the most important underwater decorated cave in Europe hides 35 
meters under sea level in Southern France. The paintings discovered 20 years ago, 
date back 30,000 years and are threatened by rising waters. A full-sized replica of 
the cave is being constructed to preserve them. The film follows this ambitious 
artistic and scientific project alongside the prehistorians and craftsmen.
Languages available : English & French

THE ARK OF THE COVENANT :  HISTORY OR LEGEND  52 '
For the first time, a Franco-Israeli scientific mission sets out to excavate the Kiriath-
Jearim hill West of Jerusalem. According to the Bible, the Ark of the Covenant, 
the sacred chest that contained the Tables of the Law, stayed there for 20 years 
before being transferred to Jerusalem and disappearing forever. A fascinating 
investigation confronting archaeology and biblical texts to solve the mystery of 
the Lost Ark.
Languages available : English

KROMDRAAI  :  CHILDREN FROM THE CRADLE OF HUMANKIND  52 '  &  86 '
How did humankind emerge ? At Kromdraai (RSA), the palaeoanthropologist 
José Braga has unearthed the remains of two children : one is human, the other 
a Paranthropus, the oldest ever found ! They are the starting-point for ground-
breaking research that may at last reveal the origins of our genus.
Languages available : English & French
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VERSAILLES REDISCOVERED, THE SUN KING'S VANISHED PALACE  52 & 90 '  -  4K

As the iconic castle undergoes extensive restoration work, over 10,000 historical 
maps of the Chateau have been Digitalized, enabling historians to revisit 
forgotten parts of the iconic Palace. This site mirrors the Sun King’s growing 
ambitions over his 70-year long reign. 

Languages available : English (52'), French (90') & German

PYRAMIDS BUILDERS: NEW CLUES  52 & 90 '  -  4K

Two teams of Egyptologists are currently discovering more about the Egypt 
Khufu’s time. What they found help them figure out how ancient Egyptians built 
the pyramids. Authentic archaeological experiments have been filmed in real 
time, revealing ancient techniques and methods, unlocking certain secrets of 
these ancient great builders.
Languages available : English & French

THE LAST HOURS OF POMPEII  2x52'  &  90 '  -  4K

In 2018 an unprecedented rescue mission and archeological campaign is 
launched. Unexplored parts of the city will be revealed and major findings will 
emerge in front of our camera. With the use of cutting-edge technologies and 
re-enacted drama, this film brings new insights into the City’s life and fate at the 
height of the Roman Civilization.
Languages available : English, French & Spanish (2x52' only)

THE 1,001 FACES OF PALMYRA  52 '  &  90 '

For the first time archaeologists from around the world come together in search of 
funerary sculpted portraits of Palmyra disseminated around the world to recount 
the story of the ancient city in a way that has never been done before: through 
the faces of the city’s inhabitants.The exploration of the inner secrets of these 
sculptures retraces the origin of the city’s commercial success, its unique language 
and specific writing, its environment that mixes Eastern and Western influences. 
Languages available : English & French

THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE VATICAN  52 '  &  90 '  -  4K

What started as a simple tomb became over a 2,000 years history the universal 
seat of Christendom and is today one of the most visited museum in the 
world with invaluable collections of Arts, Manuscripts, Maps. Using spectacular 
3D modelisation and CGI, the film will also use animation to tell relevant 
historical events. This heritage site reveals new untold secrets with the help of 
historians deciphering the Vatican’s rich archives and manuscripts collection.  
Languages available : English, French, Spanish & German
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CHAMBORD,  THE CASTLE,  THE KING & THE ARCHITEC T  52 '  -  4K
The Royal Chambord Castle is the most renowned Renaissance castle in the 
Loire Valley in France. Despite its fame and distinctive features this monument 
hides many secrets related to its conception, architecture and History.
Structured as an investigation, this film combines archeological discoveries, 
interviews with Historians and 3D CGI to unravel the true story behind the 
myths. 
Languages available : English, French & German    

R IO,  THE GREAT SAGA  52 '    4K
This film sets out to explore the history of Rio de Janeiro. This film will take 
viewers back in time to revisit the rich and contrasted history of Brazil’s cultural 
hub, at the crossroad between colonial history, engineering challenges and 
political and artistic revolutions. Follow us on an incredible journey through 
time and see Rio as never before thanks to spectacular aerial shots and 
unseen archive footages combined with the latest CGI!
Languages available : English, French & German  

E IFFEL TOWER,  STORY OF AN INCREDIBLE BE T  52 '  &  90 ' 
Who can imagine Paris today without it? It’s one of the world most popular 
monument as much as symbol of France. But its creation was anything that 
straightforward. Eiffel fights for years to erect in the heart of Paris a tower that 
nobody wanted. Against all the odds Eiffel take the helm of a gigantic building 
size and revolutionize the construction technique. How Eiffel overcome these 
challenges?  
Languages available : English (52'), French (90'),

PARIS  -  BERLIN:  SHAPES AND SHADES OF HISTORY  4x52'
Paris and Berlin have developed and grown facing each other over four centuries of 
tumultuous historical relationships and mutual admiration. The architecture and urbanism 
bear witness of this complex and rich confrontation. Beyond war and destruction the two 
capital cities have also been a healthy source of inspiration for one another, nourishing 
a healthy competition in the face of growing urbanism and industrial revolution. 

Languages available : English, French & German  

AMSTERDAM, LONDON,  NE W-YORK :  THE MAGNIFICENT THREE  4x52'

Revisit 400 years of ruthless competition for supremacy over global trade, marked by 
growing urbanization and the rise of architecture. And discover the story of the great 
minds and spirit which contributed to shaping each of these cities into what they are 
today ...  

Languages available : Englis, French & German  

OMAN,THE TREASURE OF MUDHMAR  52 '

Strategically located between Saudi Arabia and Iran, Oman stands for 
religious tolerance. For the very first time in February 2017, the Sultanate of 
Oman opened its territory to archeologists. Using the latest digital protocols, 
they already excavated 3 sites of major importance which attests of the 
cross breeding of early bronze age nomadic people with sailor merchants 
originating from Iran and Mesopotamia.   
Languages available : English & French
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KHUFU RE VEALED  52 '
This film unveils the true genius of ancient Egyptians. It takes us to a journey of 
4 500 years of mystery and fascination. How Khufu’s Horizon - as Egyptians 
used to call the pharaoh’s final resting place – was “rediscovered”, “opened”, 
analysed and measured, etc.  How all the previous research, theories and 
mistakes enabled Jean-Pierre Houdin to design this unique reconstitution of 
the pyramid’s construction.
Languages available : English & French 

QUEST FOR THE LOST PHARAOH  52'
The Captivating story of one man’s pursuit and discovery of a new necropolis in 
Egypt’s south Saqqara, which reveals the mysterious history of four pharaohs from 
the Old Kingdom, lost to history over 4000 years ago. Archeologist Vassil Dobrev 
attempts to resolve the mystery of their disappearance in this riveting HD production, 
with state of the art CGI and fiction sequences. 

Languages available : English & French 

LASCAUX IV:  SAVING CAVE AR T  52 '    4K
The Lascaux Cave discovered in the southwestern part of France, during 
WWII is a set of decorated caves famous for its Paleolithic art. After 20 years 
the caves had to be closed to the public in order to preserve the paintings. 
But today, the 18 000 year old paintings are about to be revealed again as 
a life-size copy of the entire cave -the largest cave replica ever made. See the 
3D copy of the cave come to life and watch today’s artists reproducing the 
gestures of the Paleolithic to grasp what these frescoes meant. 
Languages available : English & French   

PARIS ,  THE GREAT SAGA  52 '   
Paris, 5,000 years of History: an exclusive journey through time with 
breathtaking aerial images and 3D animated CGI combined with fictional 
reenactments. Revisit France’s historical milestones as Paris became its capital 
city and watch how its urbanism developed, before your very eyes. The story 
of the City of Light unfolds as never seen before, providing the audience 
with a genuine immersive experience in this prime time documentary.
Languages available : English, French & German  

MONT SAINT MICHEL,  SCANNING THE WONDER  52 '  &  90 '  -  4K

The town and Abbey of the Mont St Michel built on a tiny rocky tidal island 
overlooking the Bay has captured the imagination of millions of visitors. 
The settlement on the island dates back to the 8th Century. The maze like 
constructions overlapping one another unfold over centuries: Pagan temple, a 
haven for hermits, a Roman abbey, a Gothic marvel, a fortress and a cursed 
prison… Historians and archeologists have never ceased to study and restore 
the site to try and decipher the traces of its multiple functions. 
Languages available : 52' in English and 90' in French and 52' in English 
with Spanish, German and Japanese subtitles..(STL File) 
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THE FABULOUS HISTORY OF SKI ING  52 '
The first traces of human skiing activity could be as ancient as 5,000 years. 
But Modern history skiing birthplace is ultimately set in Northern Europe in 
today's Sami territory. From the Mid 19th Century on, this transportation means 
developed rapidly to facilitate trading of merchandises. At the turn of the century 
it became the leisure. This film retraces the historical context and brings back to life 
this flourishing boom of skiing, revealing surprising facts and unexpected stories.

Languages available : English, French & German

HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY

AFTER CHAOS  4x52'
Between wartime destructions and immediate post war 
reconstruction efforts after 1945  this series brings back to life the 
fate of four emblematic cities razed to the ground by intensive bombing. 
Using state of the art graphic composing visual effects, 
see how Le Havre, London, Warsaw and Berlin re-invented 
themselves in record time. Post War Engineering at its’ best! 

Languages available : English & French

CHILDREN OF CHAOS,  WHAT BECAME OF W WII  ORPHANS  52 ',  86 ',  2x43'
In 1945, fifteen million orphans roamed in the debris of a Europe recovering 
from the deadliest conflict it had ever known. Through recolorized archives, 
testimonies of survivors and reenactment, our film will relate this obscure and 
unknown episode of the immediate post-war period, overshadowed by the 
atrocities of the conflict. We will understand how over seven years, the victorious 
nations took control of the orphans, regardless of their origins, their affiliations 
and their nationality, all in the name of the state. 

Languages available : English, French & German

DECOLONISATIONS  3x52'
This 3-hours series is the untold story of the long painful path towards 
Decolonisation in Africa, Middle East and Asia. A long-term process 
and cross breeding experience which has shaped the world as we know 
it today. Like a puzzle, this series unfolds revealing historical figures 
part of this drama and offers a radical new perspective on History.. 

Languages available : English & French

THE LAFAYE T TE ESCADRILLE  2x52'
The Lafayette Escadrille was an American volunteer fighter squadron flying 
for France before America joined World War One.  The sacrifices made by 
the men of the Lafayette Escadrille strengthened the historic bond 
between the sister republics of the United States and France as they laid 
the foundation of American combat aviation and the U.S. Air Force.
Through never-before-seen photographs, letters and memoirs, the film gives the 
viewer a thrilling and visceral experience of the early days of combat aviation.

Languages available : English
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SURRENDER  2x45'
An event film to commemorate the V-E DAY, (May 8th). SURRENDER 
recounts the final episodes of World War II and the first steps into a new 
emerging world. Between chaotic times and new hopes, stories of every day 
experiences are told by anonymous men and women, civilians or soldiers, 
caught up in these defining moments. Using colorized archives remastered in 
HD, SURRENDER will take viewers into those crucial months when the fate of 
entire populations was disrupted.
Languages available : English & French

HITLER'S  GAME :  BERLIN 1936  52 '  &  90 '
This is the story of the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games, from the competition’s 
meticulous preparation to the games themselves, transformed by Nazi 
propaganda into a grandiose spectacle dedicated to the glory of the Reich. 
And how just one Olympic season made Adolf Hitler the triumphant host of 
the countries he would soon try to invade.

Languages available : English, German & French

OPERATION FOXLEY -  MISSION:  L IQUIDATE HITLER  52 '
Historically all attempts to liquidate Hitler have been a failure. And yet, 
there is one mission that has remained secret until the end of the 1990’s, 
which could potentially have succeeded. Based on the British secret services’ 
declassified documents, using archives and fictionalized reconstitutions, this 
film recounts the full story and the detailed plan that should have lead to the 
murder of Adolf Hitler…ultimately revealing why it failed. 

    Languages available : English & French           

H ITLER'S  CHILDREN  52 '
This is the untold story of Nazi Germany project which secretly gave birth to 
Aryan children as far as France. In these maternities for the rich called the 
‘Lebensborn’, the Nazis raised ‘perfect’ children born of progenitors from 
the SS and women with well defined racial grounds. These ‘Hitler’s children’ 
were supposed to lead the world one day. For the very first time, the children 
born in the ‘Lebensborn’ find out about their existence and disclose one the 
most frightening plans of History, as well as the dark secret of their origins.
Languages available : English & French 

SOVIE T FOOTBALL,  THE UNTOLD STORY  52 '
Under Staline, football was an instrument of propaganda. The fate of the 
Games were in the hands of the secret police and army. Newly declassified 
records reveal the many dark secrets hidden in the history of Russian 
Football up until the cold war. Today interviews of the children of the veteran 
players, historians contributions and never seen archives are combined 
to tell the story of these unsung sports heroes who bare witness of the 
greater political History of Soviet Russia, where Sports and Politics collide. 
 Languages available : English, French & German

TOKYO PHOENIX,  THE RISE OF MODERN JAPAN  52 ',  2x45'  &  90 '
Tokyo is the world’s largest and most densely populated megalopolis. It stands 
as a symbol of our Futuristic high-tech civilisation. Yet over 150 years ago, before 
it opened up and embraced Western culture without losing its own identity. 
Discover the story of this metarmophosis through never seen before restored 
and colorized archives filmed in Tokyo from 1905 onward. This film reveals the 
extraordinary resilience of the Japanese people.  
Languages available : English, French & German           
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UNSUNG HEROES 20x26'
This series offers new insights into the 20th century history, revealing the 
forgotten faces of men and women who have helped forge our History. By 
taking part in collective adventures that shaped the 20th century, they stood 
up, took sides, made their voices heard. Heroes or traitors, their little known 
or forgotten destinies will be told by acclaimed director Jacques Malaterre, 
casting light on history on a human scale.
Languages available : English, German & French - EUROPE RIGHTS ONLY

BAT TLEFIELDS  5  seasons
During the battle, the fate of a nation may be sealed in a few minutes. But the 
reasons for victory or defeat remain enigmatic and controversial. Far from the 
myths, legends and political exploitation, we lift up the veil on the mysteries 
surrounding the great confrontations of the twentieth century. Along with 
historians, archaeologists or officers instructors of the army, let’s reconstitute 
the compelling narrative of these confrontations that changed the world ...
Languages available : English (Season 1 - 2) & French - 

THE DAY WHEN. . .   5x52'
Revisit defining moments of the 20th Century when Head of States faced 
with war and crisis had to make personal decisions which would change the 
course of History. Each episode recounts those dramatic 24 hours when a 
man's choice makes   History.

Episodes: Churchill, De Gaulle, Roosevelt, Hitler, Staline.
Languages available : English & French

HIDDEN TRACES 6x52'
New archeological findings, first hand accounts of the war, Experts 
interviews, CGI and 3D reconstitutions intermingle in this investigative 
series on the look out for hidden traces of the most emblematic episodes 
of war. Each battle field becomes an open book revealing unexpected 
elements and details shedding new lights on the conflicts and their context.
 
Episodes: 14-18, D-Day, Hiroshima,  Hitler's mountain, Vietnam war, Waterloo.
Languages available : English & French

W WI'S  F IRST FRONTLINE CAMERAMAN  52' 
Geoffrey Herbert Malins is the first war ‘kinematographer’ in history. The 
documentary he shot during the Battle of the Somme drew over 20 million 
British viewers in 1916. For years controversy has raged around the film due to 
its disconcerting violence and overt propagandist agenda. Now, new research 
has proven that most of the scenes are indeed a real minute-by-minute record 
of the most disastrous battle in British military history. The film is a reflexion on 
the history of cinema and the ability to document historical events on film. 
Languages available : English & French 
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SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENT & NATURE

SOLAR STRATOS TO THE EDGE OF SPACE  52 '
SolarStratos is the futuristic project led by Raphaël Domjan. The eco-adventurer 
aims to develop a plane capable of sending Man through the stratosphere, 
propelled only by solar power. United around this ecological idea full of hope, 
engineers, technicians and scientists from around the world will push back the 
limits of technology. Months of research and development will be needed to rise 
to a challenge that will hail a new era for aviation.
Languages available : English & French 

TOP OF THE ROCKS  5x52'
A 360 ° journey accross the planet around five iconic stones which have shaped 
our planet and have inspired Human civilizations. An ambitious 4K series to reveal 
the secret life that hides within the mineral world and the way these source rocks 
connect cultures together and still impacts our landscapes and environment 
today. 
Languages available : English & French 

WHEN OCEANS THREATEN CITIES   52 '
Today, twenty-two megacities around the world are home to more than ten 
million people - and fifteen of them are located by the sea! Hurricanes, storms, 
tempests and floods are putting these urban hubs at risk. Salt or erosion are also 
seriously affecting coastal megacities which are now up against the wall. New 
York, Rotterdam and Singapore must revisit their relationship with water in order 
to survive on the long run.
Languages available : English & French 

THE CLOUD PEOPLE  52 '
At the beginning of the 20th century, a Japanese scholar, Abe Masanao, devoted 
his life to filming and studying clouds around the world. A century later, as if in 
echo, major campaign of observation of the clouds takes place, on the island 
of Barbados, in the Caribbean. Scientists from all over the world are involved. 
What do we know about clouds? About their birth and death? About their role in 
climate change?
Languages available : English & French 

MAKING PANDEMICS  2x52',  110'
Over the last forty years, humanity has been confronted with at least one new 
infectious disease per year. 70% of these emerging diseases are zoonoses, 
diseases transmitted from animals to humans. French Actress Juliette Binoche 
seeks to understand the causes of this "epidemic of pandemics". She travels and 
meets with scientists from all over the world on the field, to understand the links 
between human health and the health of ecosystems. An eye opening film at the 
heart of a global health issue. 
Languages available : English subtitles & French 

CAMEL’S  NANOBODIES:  A  MEDICAL RE VOLUTION  52 '
This is the story of a mighty antibody that only camels, llamas and other camelids 
possess. Discovered by chance a few decades ago, it is now at the heart of medical 
innovation in the battle against infections, cancer and Alzheimer's disease. From 
the lucky discovery to the applications and hopes it raises, the film tells for the 
first time the story of this medical revolution with the power to heal the world.
Languages available : English & French 
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HUMAN+ THE FUTURE OF OUR SENSES  5x52'

Human+ takes viewers into the enigmatic world of scientists, researchers, and 
entrepreneurs who are revolutionizing the way humans see, touch, taste, hear, 
and smell. Each episode delves into the awe-inspiring and emotional stories of 
people whose lives are being transformed through some of the most cutting-
edge advancements in sensorial technology.
Languages available : English & German 

SOUNDS OF NATURE  3x52'  (ser ies)  &  52 '  (one - off )
Prick up your ears and imagine you are out in the middle of nature. In this 
series, viewers join world experts as they seek out the sounds produced by 
animals, birds and other insects. From the forests of Borneo to the warm 
waters of Polynesia to the untamed valleys of the Alps, they tirelessly track the 
sounds produced by our living ecosystems..
Languages available : English & French 

ASTEROIDS:  THE NE W EL DORADO?  52 '
The need for rare metals is on the rise to serve our High-tech consumption and 
as an answer to the Energetic transition needed. States and corporations are 
seriously investing the field of asteroid mining activity as a resource to cover 
these needs.

Languages available : English & French 

MEGAFIRES,  THE GLOBAL THREAT?  2x52'  &  90 '  -  4K
Each year, 350 million hectares of forest go up in smoke. This film follows 
the work of firefighters and scientists as they investigate why our forests are 
going up in flames, and act on an unexpected discovery: if we want to save 
our forests and our climate, we need to radically change our attitude towards 
fire and the way we fight wildfires.
Languages available : English & French 

AI  vs  HUMAN BRAIN:  THE F INAL SHOWDOWN  52'

In May 2014, physicist Stephen Hawking and leading scientists sent warning 
notes about AI uncontrolled development which could seriously threaten 
humanity Between fantasy and reality this film aims at clarifying what AI is 
really about today and how far it has been developed. should we take these 
warnings seriously ?  
Languages available : English & French

NATURAL DISASTERS :  MEGA REGULATORS  52 '
Tsunamis. Volcanic eruptions. Forest fires... Humanity has always feared natural 
disasters, but a change of paradigm is emerging: on a global scale, disasters 
never come alone! Scientists are discovering their interconnections, how one is 
triggered by another. Researchers are able to make out links between a cyclone 
and an earthquake, a volcanic eruption and a sea current. A new take on these 
extreme phenomena which act as the great climate regulators.
Languages available : English & French 
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LAST CALL FOR TITAN!   52 ' 
12 years ago the Huygens probe was the first man made object 
to ever land in the outer solar system on one of Saturn's largest 
moon: Titan. As the Cassini Huygens mission comes to a close 20 
years after it was initiated, this film provides the most accurate pro-
file ever seen of this unchartered planet, revealing the spectacle and 
the latest  science of what has been hiding behind Saturn's dust cloud.  
Languages available : English & French

LAKE GENE VA:  THE GIANT TSUNAMI  52 '

Tsunamis can occur both in lakes and in the sea. In 563 AD, Geneva was 
destroyed by a giant wave. Recent geological studies from the University of 
Geneva prove it could happen again. Scientists from Bremen, Geneva and 
Lausanne are working together with earthquake simulator and 3D modeling 
to help assess the danger and prepare for the catastrophy.
Languages available : English & French

MADRE DE DIOS:  THE LOST ISLAND  52 '
In January 2017, a team of explorers set off to undertake one of the last 
geographic expeditions to be achieved on the marine isle of Madre de 
Dios, a true terra incognita located in the heart of Patagonia and the 
Chilean Antarctic. To carry out this risky exploration in one of the most 
remote parts of the planet, speleologists, divers, geologists, botanists and 
biologists had to face extreme conditions in this unexplored land to conduct 
a research program aimed at becoming a UNESCO World heritage site. 
Languages available : English & French

BRAIN FAC TORY  52 '
A group of billionaires has joined forces with the greatest scientists 
in an effort to transfer the human brain to an avatar. Their goal 
is to transform Humans into digital beings and thereby free 
them from the curse of aging, and from death. Science or Science-
fiction? Within the walls of laboratories, the creation of artificial humans has 
already begun.  
Languages available : English & French

TAILORED HUMANIT Y:  A  RE VOLUTION IN GENE TICS  52’
A major genetic engineering revolution has been underway since 2012.  
Thanks to a molecular device called CRISPR-Cas9, editing DNA will soon 
be as easy as pressing a button. Stunning applications are now possible 
such as wiping out malaria, HIV and some genetic diseases. But it also 
becomes possible to order a "programmed" animal, or human embryo… 
Can we imagine "enhanced" human beings? Can we forge life and evolution 
according to our needs?  
Languages available : English & French   

THE QUEST FOR NATURE  52 '  -  4K
Morgan Bourc’his, Free Diving World Champion, is concerned about the 
extent of human damage to the planetary ecosystem. He travels to Norway’s 
Great North to reconnect with the wild. In his quest for the ideal interaction 
with orcas and whales, he meets those who share the lives of these animals. 
An intimate odyssey guides by the Sami’s spirituality as well as scientists.
Languages available : English & French 
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WORLD WIDE ZIK A  52 '
Headlines about the Zika disease able to destroy the babies’ brains in the 
womb have shocked the world. Beyond the fear and awe-inspiring pandemic 
disease this film reveals the origins of this seemingly harmless disease secretly 
spread across half the world undetected for decades until it exploded in a 
deadly epidemic. Could it mutate and affect adults with more severe effects 
and could it cause delayed damages to children’s health for those born with 
the disease? 
Languages available : English & French

ROSE T TA :  MEMORIES OF A COME T  52’ 
This film will recount the full Odyssey of the Rosetta Mission including the 
landing of the Philae Probe in Oct 2015 and the ultimate Philae mission 
phase in Sept 2016. From the water found on the comet, to the organic 
molecules detected in the comet dust, this film brings the latest findings on 
Comet material. A space journey filled with drama to save Rosetta before its 
final collapse, furthering our knowledge about the origins of life. 
Languages available : English & French

MOON  2x52’

This film is a spectacular journey accross 4 billion years of Evolution exploring 
how the Moon has been essential in setting up the pace to create Life on 
Earth and how it has been a source of inspiration and fascination for Men 
ever since. 

Languages available : English & French

CORAL,  HEAR T OF THE OCEAN  26’
Tubbataha Park in the Philippine Archipelago, is one of the best-preserved 
coral reefs in the world. Registered as a UNESCO heritage site, this marine 
park is a model for sustainable development and a true laboratory of the future. 
Fervent advocate of environmental protection, Prince Albert II of Monaco joins 
this expedition and visits the heart of Tubbataha to raise awareness among  
local children to the wealth and fragility of their little paradise. 
Languages available : English & French

HOMO SPATIUS  52 '

Combining human adventure in space and the exploration of the human 
body, this science documentary reveals the effects of longer extraterrestrial 
travel and the way space explorers experience it. How far can the human 
body and mind adapt to a zero gravity environment over time?

Languages available : English & French

NAUSICAA,  OCEAN BIODIVERSIT Y ON STAGE  52 '  &  90 '  -  4K/HDR

After major expansion work on site, Nausicaa will re-open its doors as 
Europe's largest and most innovative aquarium. Watch behind the scene the 
massive logistic undertaken to convey, acclimatize and feed thousand sea 
animals who will have to live together.
Languages available : English, German & French 
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WILDLIFE

IDJANGA,  THE GORILLA FOREST  52 '
In 2019, Gabon embarked on an ambitious project to enforce the sustainable 
management of its forests. This is the starting point of a virtuous movement and 
the ten-year struggle of one passionate man, Max Huderbourcq, who fights in 
the heart of Central African exploitations to bring people and nature together in 
areas where biodiversity is under threat. This year, Max «returns to battle» as he 
leads his final gorilla viewing expedition.
Languages available : English & French 

THE CHALLENGE OF THE SAVANNA  52 '
The East African savannah is home to nearly two million herbivores, including 
wildebeest, topi & gazelle. To satisfy their appetite, these animals find an 
abundance of plants to eat on. But they have to live under the constant threat 
of predators such as cheetahs, lions & leopards. Despite their sharp teeth and 
predator status, they are in fact very dependent on their prey for their survival. 
Watch and see which ones from the herbivores or carnivores are the fittest?
Languages available : English & French 

ANIMAL CONSTRUC TION  3x52'
A series documenting animal genius and inventiveness in their building abilities 
and strategies. Discover how they use incredible skills to build  defensive or 
protective shelters. Their engineering know how seems endless! Discover smart 
locking systems, megacities made of huge lofts structures and a few more 
surprising facts !
Languages available : English & French 

ANIMAL DEMOCRACY  2x52'
What if Greeks didn’t invent democracy ? Many animals live in groups, but when 
it comes to evolution, who guides the direction ? Who decides where to place 
the nest ? Who decides whether to continue hunting or stop? Shot in Botswana, 
France and England, in pristine animal reserves, “Animal Democracy” presents 
the behavior of species that offer each individual the opportunity to express 
themselves for the good of their community. Discover how these animal species 
make their decisions collectively and change your mind  about the law of the 
jungle!  
Languages available : English & French 

ECUADOR ON THE WILD SIDE  2x52'
Discover the most well preserved biotopes in the world and meet with the 
most emblematic endemic species: Macaws, Toucans, Hummingbirds, Condors, 
monkeys, marine iguanas, turtles, sea lions, etc. These species have evolved with 
the rise of the Andes and the appearance of the Galapagos Islands 4.5 million 
years ago, but today the growing deforestation and the climate change puts 
them at risk.
Languages available : English & French 
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COSTA RICA:  WILDLIFE UNDER THE RAINBOW  49'  -  4K
The tropical climate and varied topography of the Costa Rica have fostered 
exceptional biodiversity, with wildlife from both North and South America. 
From the peaks of volcanoes down to the Pacific and Caribbean shores, let’s 
discover the life of 90 of the most remarkable mammals, beautiful birds, and 
astonishing reptiles…
Languages available : English & French

MBUDHA,  IN THE CHIMPANZEES’ FOOTSTEPS  52 '
In the depths of a forest, Toti, an alpha male chimpanzee, lives. He roams his 
territory to unite his community and prevent enemy intrusions. But sometimes 
his spirit flies to the great spaces of the savannah, near the sources of the 
Nile, where the pachyderms confront each other under the sharp gaze of the 
leopard… Through the eyes of Toti, discover the remarkable nature of a little 
known country of Equatorial Africa: Uganda.
Languages available : English subtitles & French

CUBA,  PARADISE ON THE BRINK  2x52'  -  4K
Cuba is a garden of Eden at a crossroad between past and present. After 
over 50 years of dictatorship and isolation the island offers pristine Nature 
and preserved ecological treasures. But what lies ahead? Will Cubans be 
able to safeguard this heritage under this new era, as they are facing the 
combined pressure of money and tourism. What policy can be implemented 
to maintain the island’s spectacular wilderness?
Languages available : English, Spanish & French

MAASAI  MARA,  WILDLIFE CROSSOVER  2x52'
In Kenya, the Maasai Mara National Reserve is world famous for the richness 
and density of its wildlife. The great wildebeest migration rhythms the comings 
and goings of hundreds of thousands of herbivores, under the watchful eyes 
of predators. This is where the great story of wildlife takes place, when preys 
and predators meet and each encounter may determine their fate…
Languages available : English, Spanish & French 

UGANDA,  THROUGH THE EYES OF A CHIMP  52 ' -  4K
In the depths of a forest, Toti, an alpha male chimpanzee, lives. He roams his 
territory to unite his community and prevent enemy intrusions. But sometimes 
his spirit flies to the great spaces of the savannah, near the sources of the Nile, 
where the pachyderms confront each other under the sharp gaze of the leopard… 
Through the eyes of Toti, discover the remarkable nature of a little known country 
of Equatorial Africa: Uganda.
Languages available : English & French

SEA L ION RESCUE  52 ' -  4K
Every year, hundreds of thousands of animals are entangled and die in discarded 
or lost fishing nets across the world. Two dedicated women in Mexico have been 
tracking dozens of entangled sea lions that are slowly being killed by nets cutting 
into their necks. Watch as they lead an international team of veterinarians and 
wildlife experts to capture the sea lions and perform delicate surgery to save 
them.
Languages available : English
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LIFE IS  ONE  52 ' 
Follow the perilous journey of Bernie the cub bear as he returns to life in the 
wild with two other captive sun bear cubs.Witness their immersion back into 
the rainforest of Indonesia. This story is told and captured on camera by the 
foster parent of these cubs who accompanied them to their independence. A 
tribute to life on earth, a reminder that we are all connected and that we owe 
respect and compassion to those we share the planet with. 
Languages available : English & French

+/-  5  ME TERS  5x52' 
An original look at the many marine environments filmed at +/- 5 meters of 
depth to reveal the multitude of colour layers and wildlife present around the 
globe. Joe Bunni, nominated Wildlife Photographer of the Year in 2011 by 
the BBC Veolia environnement, will be our guide through this 5x52 series as 
he makes his way through mangroves, meets with polar bears in the arctic 
waters and marvels at wildife around the coral reefs in search of marine life.
Languages available : English (eps 3 & 4 only), & French

ANTARC TICA'S  SECRE TS 2x52'  -  4K
Ten years after MARCH OF THE PENGUINS, Luc Jacquet sets out on an 
unprecedented expedition to Antarctica for a 360° immersive exploration. 
With extreme diver Ballesta and award winning photographer Munier the 
team captures the unique features of the wildlife and fauna on the island. A 
2-hours TV event at the crossroad between adventure, scientific exploration 
and pure wildlife beauty to reveal Antarctica at a time of changing climate.
Languages available : English, German & French    

SOUTHERN AFRICA  3x52'  -  4K

Go on a tour to Southern Africa! Discover the diversity of its eight biotopes 
and its amazing wildlife. From Namib desert to subtropical forest, from 
fynbos flowered meadows and Karoo stony fields to damp costs… Southern 
Africa reveals astonishing places. How animals face up each climate and 
ecosystem? A complex balance underlies this amazing wildlife.
Languages available : English & French
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COBALT RUSH: THE FUTURE OF GOING GREEN  52 '
Tomorrow’s world depends on a strategic mineral used in batteries: cobalt. 
Mainly present in Congolese soil, it is exploited at colossal environmental and 
human cost. Child labour, water and air pollution, modified DNA, corruption. The 
film investigates the corporate and geopolitics playing out and questions the 
consequences of this battle being waged: how the promise of a “better world” 
can go with social justice.
Languages available : English & French

JURASSIC CASH  52 '
Dinosaur fossils are the new gold with record breaking auction sales every year. 
From Jurassic World to Jurassic Cash, will science and museums be deprived 
of these dinosaur skeletons? The film grants exclusive access to the largest 
Triceratops sale taking place in Paris in October 2021 and meets private collectors 
and paleontologists to nourish the debate and question the best way to combine 
private funding with science.
Languages available : English & French

SOCCER GRANNIES  52 '
South African grandmothers who are soccer enthusiasts travel to France during 
the Women's World Cup and challenge French women living in senior residences 
to a match. Each of these players, by their journey and determination, will shake 
up the preconceived ideas about women and old age. This match is the starting 
point of a meeting that goes beyond sports, ages and borders.
SPECIAL 22nd FIFA WORLD CUP QATAR 2022
Languages available : English & French

IF YOU KILL, CALL ME  52 '
A unique access investigation on the secretive world of narco-lawyers. They are 
the corner stone of a complex legal system surrounding narcotrafficking rarely 
seen on TV. Featuring El Chapo’s lawyer, La Reina del Pacifico… meet these 
influential and secretive protagonists in Mexico, Colombia, USA.

Languages available : English & French

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES & CURRENT AFFAIRS 

LAC-MEGANTIC - THIS IS NOT AN ACCIDENT  4x43'
Just after midnight, the last few pounds of air hiss out of a 10,290-ton oil train. 
Powered only by gravity, the runaway train descends. The fuel explodes, 47 are 
dead, incinerating downtown Lac-Mégantic. This was no accident. 
The series investigates one of the worst oil train tragedies in history with the help 
of the survivors who share their most intimate stories of lost loved ones and calls 
for tighter security regulations and accountability.
Languages available : English
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SAN FRANCISCO, WORLD CAPITAL 3.0  52 ' 
Facebook, Google, Amazon....these brands are part of your daily life, they 
know everything about you, but how much do you know them ? Settled in 
the Silicon Valley and its capital San Francisco, the GAFA's are battling 
to win the race of technology and innovation.  In a city where they are 
trying to find eternal life, homeless people are still dying in the streets. 
San Francisco, happiness factory or antechamber of a hellish future?
Languages available : English & French

GLOBESITY 52'  &  90 ' 
An epidemic is spreading across the entire planet. It’s known as obesity 
and it’s a “time bomb.” How can it be stopped? This documentary 
is an unconventional, surprising international investigation that will 
quash many prejudices around the issue and sort facts from fiction.
Languages available : English, French, Spanish & German

WATT THE FISH.  52 ' 
Three small-scale fishermen are fighting the electric fishing industry that 
threatens both the marine ecosystems and their livelihoods. Facing powerful 
industrials using aggressive lobbying and questionable scientific reports, the 
European small fishery struggles in an unequal but vital fight for its future and 
ours. A fight opposing two visions of the world : the sustainable against the 
profitable.  
Languages available : English & French

HONG KONG: HANDOVER GENERATION  52 '
20 years after the British Crown handed Hong Kong over to China, under the 
moto "one country, two systems" the young Handover generation challenges 
Beijing and wants to be the safeguard of democracy in Asia. After 2014’s 
Umbrella Revolt these activists have become a challenging political force in 
the country. Through their fight we discover Hong-Kong as it faces China’s 
growing threat on its special status and Political freedoms. Is HK doomed to 
become an ordinary Chinese province under an authoritative regime?
Languages available : English & French

BUSINESS AT ANY COST, WHEN CORPORATE LAW RULES THE WORLD.  90 ' 

Welcome into a world of big money where National States sovereignty is 
threatened and taxpayers money is at stake. A 2 year in the making investigation 
travelling across Europe to North and South America to document and decipher 
the growing power of international arbitration courts, a ticking time bomb for 
our democracies!
Languages available : English & French

PICTURES FROM AFGHANISTAN 3x52'
Accompany war photographer David Pratt as he revisits the conflict zones where 
he has taken the most searing images of a forty year career. Turning a personal 
lens on the wars of the recent past. Revisiting traumas and friendships. All 
through an extraordinary and exclusive archive of photographs and video.

Languages available : English
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DIRTY DOLLARS INC.  4x52' 
Delving into the secrets of cocain and arms trade, people smugglers and 
medicine trafficking, this investigative series explores the hidden mechanics 
of the criminal flows in these four sectors. Find out for real how underground 
economy is spreading around us in our dailylife. Led by experts investigating 
in these different fields the series highlights how underground economy and a 
legal economy use the same tools and skills under the same law, in a market 
without borders and highly capitalistic.
Languages available : English, Spanish & French

MARIELA CASTRO'S MARCH: CUBA'S LGBT REVOLUTION  40 '  -  4K
After decades of persecution and neglect, Cuba’s LGBT community finds 
itself in the midst of a new struggle, the fight for equality. The leader of this 
uprising is Mariela Castro, charismatic daughter of President Raúl Castro and 
a member of Cuba’s National Assembly, who uses her passion and pedigree 
to promote acceptance in the face of prejudice. This documentary takes a rare 
look inside Cuba's LGBT community through revealing stories of pain, love, 
strength and perseverance, all told against a rapidly changing social and 
political backdrop. 
Languages available : English

POLICE PATROL  10x52'
Far from our TV Screens, discover the real life of 20 different police 
squads in the world’s most dangerous spots. Their daily duties in the Hot 
Districts reflect the harsh realities of the societies they live in. How do 
they contribute to crime prevention and manage to save lives in these 
neighbourhoods where lawlessness and traffics all of kinds prosper? 
And how do they enforce law and security in these challenging areas? 

D e s t i n a t i o n s :  Th a i l a n d,  M e x i co,  Pe r u ,  Afg h a n i s t a n ,  B ra z i l ,  S o u t h  Af r i c a ,  Fra n ce,  U K , 
Palest ine,  I ndia ,  Equator,  I s rael ,  Spain ,  Haït i ,  Argent ina,  M adagascar,  Reunion. 

Languages available : English, Spanish & French

MEXICANS : DYING FOR JUSTICE  52 ' 
Jose Guevara, Michael Chamberlin & Ariana Garcia are Mexican 
whistleblowers. As their country is devastated by mass crimes and drug 
trafficking they are ready to take all risks to stop the reign of Impunity. They 
are on a mission: denounce endemic corruption and bring the highest national 
authorities and senior officials to the International criminal court in La Haye 
(Netherlands). A quest for justice and a insider’s view into the role and 
functioning of this judicial authority, in charge of prosecuting war crimes and 
crimes against humanity. 
Languages available : English, Spanish subtitles & French   
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C O M P A N Y  P R O F I L E  A N D  C O N T A C T

 

 With 24 years expertise Terranoa has established itself as one of the leading 
French distribution companies. Our company has become a benchmark for innovative 
high-end factual programmes, working with over 80 independent producers 
worldwide providing them with our long established know-how and network in 
the industry. Our catalogue is rich and diverse, with over 2,500 hours Factual 
content aimed at the top end of the market. Our preferred genres include history, 
science, wildlife, travel and adventure, and general factual entertainment series.

 
Côme VILLAIN, Inflight sales  -  cvillain@terranoa.com

155 rue de Charonne 

75011 Paris 

France 

Tel : 33(0)1 55 25 59 42
Fax : 33(0)1 55 25 59 03

Check our online screening room and create 
your account on:  www.terranoa.com
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